Contribute to Refinitiv Data

Multiply your reach by contributing your content to Refinitiv

An LSEG Business
Why should you contribute your data to Refinitiv?

The Refinitiv Contributions Channel connects more than 13,000 capital markets and advisory desks, OTC sales and trading desks, sell-side research firms, buy-side fund management institutions, as well as corporate to their customers worldwide. Refinitiv contributed content reaches tens of thousands of buy- and sell-side professionals around the world through an integrated suite of market intelligence and transaction platforms centered around Refinitiv Eikon, Refinitiv Workspace and the Refinitiv Data Platform.

The contributed content sets we support include:

- Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG)
- Equity New Issues (Deals)
- Estimates
- Events
- Fixed Income New Issues (Deals)
- Lipper Funds
- Mergers and Acquisitions (Deals)
- OTC Pricing
- Officers and Directors
- Private Equity
- Sell-side Research
- Syndicated Loans

Access the Refinitiv Contributions Channel

Speak to our team at: contribute@refinitiv.com
The Refinitiv difference

5,500 – Sell-side desks contributing pricing for over 8M instruments across OTC markets
800 – Fixed Income pricing contributors supporting 120 markets globally
1,300 – Sell-side and independent research firms contributing research and estimates data
1,600 – Bank and law firm desks contributing their deal flow
400 – Private equity firms contributing their investment data

and hundreds of corporate investor relations desks contributing their Officer & Director, ESG and Events data.

Access the Refinitiv Contributions Channel
Speak to our team at: contribute@refinitiv.com
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG)

Refinitiv recognizes the increasingly critical importance of transparent, accurate and comparable ESG data for the financial industry. We offer one of the most comprehensive ESG databases in the industry, with data on over 12,000 public and private companies, both active and inactive, across 76 countries. We report on more than 600 different ESG metrics, including scores and grades with history going back to 2002.

Why contribute?

• Support the global financial community to easily integrate ESG factors into portfolio analysis, equity research, screening and quantitative analysis
• Ensure that your firm is recognized for contributing positively towards sustainable development, and meeting socially responsible criteria
• Measure your performance across each of the UN Sustainable Development Goals and sub-metrics
• Grow your business by contributing and interacting with 400,000+ professional in real-time
• Review and edit the historical ESG data that is already available for your company
• Gain competitive advantage by ensuring the investment world has access to the most timely ESG data on your company
• Meet regulatory requirements by submitting data relating to the Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosure (TCFD) regulation, the Contributor Tool then allows you to generate a report to publish or share with regulators.
Equity New Issues (Deals)

Join the hundreds of deal-making firms worldwide who contribute Equity New Issues deal-flow to Refinitiv League Tables through the Refinitiv contributions channel – powering the industry’s largest database of investment banking deals, spanning over 395,000 ECM transactions announced since the early 1980s.

Why contribute?

- **Be part of League Table Rankings**: advisors contribute deal-flow to ensure comprehensive coverage and recognition in the Refinitiv League Tables, viewed as the industry-standard measure of deal leadership for the global investment banking industry
- **Gain deal-making exposure via the Refinitiv Media Network**: Deals and League Tables content is featured by tier-one media outlets worldwide and exclusive relationships with the Financial Times, The New York Times, International Financing Review (IFR), The Globe & Mail, South China Morning Post and Reuters

Refinitiv Deals data allows you to monitor deal flow, identify market trends and gain insight into your competitive positioning within any region, asset class or industry vertical.

Our industry-leading league table rankings of investment banks and law firms published by dozens of leading media outlets worldwide leverage our global news and sourcing capabilities plus strong relationships with the deal-making community to ensure data accuracy and completeness.
Estimates

Refinitiv I/B/E/S Estimates is the industry standard for analyst detail, consensus and aggregates data, company guidance data and advanced analytics. Founded in 1976, I/B/E/S gathers and compiles the different estimates made by stock analysts on the future earnings for publicly traded companies. Our estimates data is shown at the company level and screened with the most rigorous quality control methods, across **21,000 active companies** in **90 countries**, and sourced from over **16,000 analysts**.

**Why contribute?**

- You will be joining more than **800 firms** that contribute data to I/B/E/S, from the largest global houses to regional and local brokers, with US data back to 1976 and international data back to 1987
- Receive Email Alerts regarding stopped and excluded estimates
- View and compare Analyst estimates to the Refinitiv mean for all measures for all companies under coverage
- Verify recommendations, target prices and estimates on the Refinitiv platform, including any estimate exclusions
- Easily submit data correction requests directly to the Refinitiv data team
Events

Refinitiv offers one of the most comprehensive Events databases in the industry, containing market moving event information from close to 1 million companies and 100 sell-side firms globally. Refinitiv’s Events contains market-moving event information for over 36,000 of companies, spanning 90 countries. The content includes 170+ different event types including earnings release dates and times, conference call dial-in numbers and pass-codes, sell-side conference logistics, conference presentations, analyst conference calls and meetings, company visits, shareholders meetings, syndicate road shows, market holidays, stock split information, ex-dividend information, IPO pricings and filings as well as political events and economic indicators release dates.

Why contribute?

- Investors across the globe will be notified of the data you share, whether that’s transcripts, recordings or conference call dial-in numbers, vastly increasing the global reach of your events
- You can now review, update and publish your firm’s Event data on our platform, making it available to institutional investment firms, asset managers, analysts and other investors across our suite of products
Fixed Income New Issues (Deals)

Join the hundreds of bond syndication desks worldwide who contribute Fixed Income New Issues – comprising over 9 million fixed-income securities issued by corporations, governments, agencies, and financial issuers in more than 120 markets worldwide. Included are straight bonds, money-market instruments, mortgage- and asset-backed securities, and municipals. Refinitiv offers global fixed income pricing from over 800 contributors.

Why contribute?

• League Table Rankings ensure complete coverage of firm deal flow in Refinitiv Industry Standard League Tables, monitored closely by issuers and investors worldwide to measure deal leadership in all segments of the DCM marketplace
• Deal “publication” through the Refinitiv Fixed Income content-distribution platform, accessed by hundreds of thousands of buy- and sell-side financial markets professionals worldwide to monitor new issues coming to market, analyze bonds and underwriter strength, and set up trades in advance of launch
Lipper Funds

Refinitiv Lipper is recognized worldwide as the benchmark for fund-performance content for professional and individual investors alike. Ensure that your funds’ holdings and performance are fully covered in **80+ registered-for-sale markets** within Lipper’s database of more than **120,000 funds and 340,000 active share classes** contributed by hundreds of leading fund-management companies worldwide.

**Why contribute?**
- Global distribution and dissemination of fund information (holdings and performance) through the Lipper distribution network to hundreds of thousands of customers/prospects (professional and individual investors) worldwide to power fund selection decision-making
- Independent/unbiased fund benchmarking through Lipper Leaders ratings, Lipper Fund Awards, and media partnerships worldwide
- Valuable peer holdings and performance intelligence
- Response to investor-driven transparency requirements amidst evolving regulation (Solvency II)

With over 40 years’ experience, Lipper is crucial for fund research – driving growth, revealing opportunity and maximizing performance across your portfolio. We help investors with fund research – and evaluating fund performance – through graphical tools and expert analysis that reveal opportunities, risks, trends and threats.
Mergers and Acquisitions (Deals)

Join the hundreds of deal-making firms worldwide who contribute Mergers & Acquisitions to Refinitiv League Tables through the Refinitiv contributions channel – powering the industry’s largest database of investment banking deals, spanning over 1.2 million M&A transactions announced since the early 1980s.

Why contribute?

• Be part of League Table Rankins: advisors contribute deal-flow to ensure comprehensive coverage and recognition in the Refinitiv League Tables, viewed as the industry-standard measure of deal leadership for the global investment banking industry


Refinitiv Deals data allows you to monitor deal flow, identify market trends and gain insight into your competitive positioning within any region, asset class or industry vertical.

Our industry-leading league table rankings of investment banks and law firms published by dozens of leading media outlets worldwide leverage our global news and sourcing capabilities plus strong relationships with the deal-making community to ensure data accuracy and completeness.
OTC Pricing

Join the 5,500 sell-side desks in more than 100 countries globally who contribute prices on over 14 million instruments traded over the counter. This real-time content distinguishes Refinitiv desktop, enterprise and feed products from others in the industry. Markets covered are foreign exchange, money market, fixed income, equity derivatives and commodities and energy.

Why contribute?

- Connect to the global financial community and promote your brand
- Service existing clients: reach a critical mass of existing clients using Refinitiv products
- Grow your business: access new customers easily through the Refinitiv footprint
- Leverage our ready-made distribution infrastructure: save from having to build your own price-distribution technology

Sell-side contributors worldwide distribute real-time OTC prices via the Refinitiv Contributions Channel.
Officers and Directors

The database covers over 2 million unique individuals representing 2.7 million officer and director positions, and 20 years of employment and compensation histories. Join 50,000 public and 125,000 private companies by contributing your details to one of the most comprehensive databases of public company executives and directors in the world. Our database is the source for the market to:

- Identify key decision makers in an organization
- Research key linkages and evaluate the strength of a management team
- Conduct due diligence on a person as part of the research process
- Monitor personnel changes in a company or industry

Why contribute?

- Manage your firm’s officers and director’s data that is then disseminated to institutional investment firms, investors, corporations, universities and research firms across our suite of products and partner’s products (i.e. Financial Times)
- Ensure your company has their most up to date information available to the market
- Make dynamic company changes available to market when they happen vs. relying on public filings
- Gain market exposure by being part of this extensive database

Data elements include names, full title history, biographies, education, corporate affiliations, committees served and compensation, presenting a complete view of an individual.
Private Equity

Contribute your firm’s investment activity to the pioneering provider of private equity and venture capital transaction information to the global alternative investment community, with history dating to 1969. Hundreds of active private equity and venture capital firms worldwide leverage the Refinitiv Contributions Channel each quarter, powering our database of 356,000+ global investments and associated fundraising and portfolio exit activity.

Why contribute?

- Market your deal activity and holdings in Refinitiv products and reports published worldwide
- Survey participants receive statistics prepared exclusively for contributors highlighting key macro- and micro-market drivers
- Receive discounted pricing on Refinitiv Private Equity product offerings for contributing

Alternative investment market participants worldwide use Refinitiv’s Private Equity product offerings to monitor private equity and venture capital trends and find investment opportunities.
Sell-side Research

Join the 1,300 sell-side and independent research firms actively servicing their clients by contributing research and estimates data to Refinitiv via our market-leading real-time and embargoed research collections. Contributed research documents cover equities, fixed income, economics, ESG and commodities, and our broker-contributed earnings estimates and KPI content cover 22,000 listed companies worldwide.

Why contribute?

- Entitle your clients to access your research in real time from a universe of over 60,000 buy-side professionals in 13,000 firms and 10,000 corporations worldwide
- Embargoed research distribution allows you to reach more than 2,000 investment banking, consulting and law firms, and corporations globally
- Gain recognition for equities analyst earnings estimates and recommendation performance via StarMine ratings/awards programs

Putting your research into your clients' workflow is important if you want to get your ideas across. Refinitiv provides the perfect mechanism for you to get your research right there in front of those clients that matter to you most.
**Syndicated Loans**

Join the hundreds of banking syndication desks, law firms, and finance companies worldwide that have contributed more than 350,000 primary loan facilities, including 200,000 active facilities and counting, through the Refinitiv Contributions Channel.

**Why contribute?**

- Ensure full coverage of your firm’s deal flow in the Refinitiv League Table Rankings – the industry standard barometer of deal leadership worldwide, distributed to leading global media partners and followed closely by loan-market participants
- Access deal underliers and market analytics provided directly to contributors
- Enjoy an all-access pass to market insight through survey results, market roundtables, and policy-setting discussions through exclusive contributor relationships with Refinitiv contribution analysts

Borrowers and investors worldwide rely on Refinitiv Syndicated Loan League Tables to gauge lender leadership in all loan market segments – distributed through Refinitiv platforms and published by leading media outlets worldwide.